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ABSTRACT
In the fiercely competitive era induced by expansion of open business
archetypes, the managerial aspects of Extended Manufacturing
Environments (EMEs) are experiencing growing concerns. There is no
scope of leaving a possible operational improvement unexplored. For
enhanced operational efficiency and capacity utilization the balancing and
scheduling problems of EMEs are, therefore, rightfully considered and an
integer programme is proposed in this paper. The model is designed in a
spread sheet and solved through What’sBest optimizer. The model
capabilities are assessed through a test problem. The results have
demonstrated that the model is capable of defining optimized production
schedules for EMEs.
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INTRODUCTION
In this age of industrial globalization, to compete and sustain, manufacturers are incentivized to
reconstruct and/or reformulate their production paradigm, from the context of open business archetypes
(Browne, 1999; Burt, et al., 1992). Due to the need of maintaining the global standards in the national
industrial markets, providing the environmental friendly products and keeping the production cost low by
maintaining the collaborative polices, the manufacturers have paved the way of changing their adopted
production paradigm (Browne, 1999; Windahl et al., 2004; Busby and Fan, 1993). Moreover, the self-centred
view of the mass and lean manufacturing business models are continuously pushing the manufacturer to look
for a robust archetype that would help them to shift from closed-enterprises to a global open-enterprise
(O'Neill and Sackett, 1994). And for this reason the concept of extended enterprise, as well as agile and
virtual manufacturing are justifiably considered in the literature. The concept of extended manufacturing
system goes beyond the boundary of the traditional organizations and builds a well-defined alliance as well as
the manufacturing networks among the focal company, suppliers, business partners, former competitors and
customers (Browne, 1999). Hence, instead of being a large conglomerate, this concept will bind the
manufacturer to develop a global competing group (Florent, 2001). In other words, this concept of extended
manufacturing enterprise, which underneath in the supply chain management theories, refers to an entire
supply network of a typical focal company (Richard, 1993; Harland, 1996). Whereas the term supply network
refers to the manufacturer-supplier relations featured by a set of assimilated strategy and/or the management
policies followed by the focal companies for its selected suppliers (Rick Middel, 2005).
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However, managing the environment of extended enterprise is often viewed as much more intricate than
the traditional one (O'Neill and Sackett, 1994). As, the EME concept emphasised on building a proper
network among the focal company and all of its allies. In this regards, the importance of distributed
scheduling for the extended manufacturing, which have drawn the attention of the researcher, cannot be
denied any more (Varela, et al., 2012). The scheduling operations in the extended manufacturing environment
can be attained from two different perspectives i.e. (a) developing the autonomous scheduling approach for
the EME, (b) adopting the conventional scheduling approaches which are most commonly used in the mass
and lean environment for the EME. Nevertheless though the conventional scheduling approaches aid the
manufacturer in some extent; developing the mathematical model for balancing and scheduling the jobs for a
typical extended manufacturing environment is expected to be more effective and advantageous.
In this paper we propose an integer programming approach for balancing and scheduling the jobs in a
typical extended manufacturing environment (Kays, et al., 2015). And the proposed model is solved through
the What’sBest optimizer for attaining the appropriate decisions. The entire paper is organized as follows: a
brief state of art is provided in section II, the relevant past literatures regarding to the scheduling approaches
is provided in section III. Section IV defines the problems and Section V portrayed the developed
mathematical model. The obtained computational results are provided in section VI. And some of the
concluding remarks are summarized in section VII.
COLLABORATIVE EXTENDED MANUFACTURING ENVIRONMENTS
Companies are facing growing challenges motivated by globalization. A globalized market means that the
number of companies with which they will need to compete to maintain or enlarge their market share is
increased. Additionally, it also brings greater opportunities to conquer new markets and increase existing
market shares, since the geographical, political and economical boundaries are gradually being removed
(Thoumrungroje, 2004).
Organizations, framed in the global market, are facing new challenges in gaining and maintaining market
share and customer retention capacity. The implementation of strategies that enhance competitiveness and
process optimization are important factors to ensure their survival in a market characterized by increasing
competitiveness. Ensure an efficient integration between the activities related to the interaction with the
market and partners (front office) and productive activities and support (back office) is a major challenge. In
addition, companies increasingly need to implement differentiation strategies, since maintaining lower price
policies may not be sufficient to ensure its maintenance in the market. The need for dynamic adaptation to
business trends is growing, what motivates the establishment of new partnerships in business and
management policies, possible adaptation of existing partnerships, and the adequacy of product ranges
(Thoumrungroje, 2004).
Collaboration is an increasingly important mechanism to enhance the competitiveness of organizations.
The term collaboration is used when individuals or businesses work together for a common goal (Huxham,
1996; Jordan Jr. & Michel, 2000; Hosseinipour et al, 2012). To collaborate closely, companies capitalize on
the shared assets, adding resources, their strengths and skills and can achieve objectives, which would be
possible to achieve if they operated individually (Huxham, 1996). Additionally, organizations can increase
their responsiveness to market demands, and react more quickly to its competitors, maximizing business
opportunities. Collaborating with a network of partners can thus allow a company to increase its market
share, gain quick access to new markets, reduce the cost of the product development cycle and the associated
production and delivery time, optimize the use of resources, reduce inventory , improve quality, expand their
skills and knowledge and provide better service to their customers (Lewis, 1990). Other complementary
advantages can be acknowledged, as the acquisition of distribution means; gain access to new technologies;
learning and internalization of tacit skills, collective and associated capabilities; to achieve economies of scale;
achieving vertical integration, rebuilding and extension of supply connections in order to adjust to
environmental changes; diversify into new businesses; restructure and improve performance; share costs and
resources; develop products, technologies and new resources and businesses; reduce and diversify risks;
develop technical standards; get cooperation from potential rivals or competitors (interrupting competition /
competitors); complementary products and services to markets; co expertise; overcome legal / regulatory
barriers; and legitimacy, following industry trends (Todeva & Knoke, 2005).
The term extended enterprise did arise as a need for improving collaboration between companies and this
term was used for the first time to represent the interactions and/or the information exchanges phenomena
with an aim of reducing the costs of supply chain (Sachs, 2002). However, nowadays the view of the extended
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enterprise is more elaborated and most often defied as a well-structured business network where focal
company, collaborators, suppliers, customers are worked together to achieve certain goals (Boardman, 2001).
Besides, some of the researchers enlarge the perspective of the extended enterprise through the inclusion of
the stake holders within the focal company’s relationship (Sachs, 2002).
Meanwhile, the term Extended Manufacturing Environments (EMEs) illustrates all the imperceptible
(intangible) relations representing the entire manufacturing processes of an extended enterprise. Due to the
presence of versatile entities, the extended manufacturing environments are viewed as more complicated than
the conventional ones. In such an environment the focal and/or the core manufacturer produces the
deliverable in cooperation with its suppliers and the collaborators through the geographically distributed
manufacturing resources (Santos, et al., 2014). Hence, the complexity in the EMEs is arises frequently in
distributing and managing the jobs within the geographically distributed manufacturing resources.
BALANCING AND SCHEDUILING APPROACHES
The balancing, scheduling and simultaneous balancing and scheduling concepts are most widely adopted
in the conventional manufacturing environment with an aim of enhancing the productivity, satisfying the
customer demand on time and maximize the resource utilizations. Among which, for satisfying the customer
demand on time, the line balancing approach helps the decision makers to allocate a job to their
corresponding workstations by featuring the precedence relations, number of workstations and/or cycle
times (Sabuncuoglu, 2000). Though the researchers imply the balancing concept frequently for the assembly
lines, its application at various production environments is not very uncommon (Guschinskaya, et al., 2009).
In 1955 Salveson adopted the balancing concept and formulated the first mathematical model for a
typical assembly system (Salveson, 1955). Meanwhile in 1960, Bowmen proposed two different linear
programming formulations for implying the balancing concepts in an assembly system. These models enable
the decision makers to assign the jobs in the relevant workstations by considering the precedence and cycle
time restrictions. Though the main aim of their proposed approaches is the same, the difference lies in the
formulation. For example the first mathematical model follows the sequence position method whereas the
second one follows the clock time (Bowman, 1960).
However, in their research Gokcen and Erel (1997) reported that the inventory level of a typical
manufacturing industry could increase significantly due to presence of imbalances. To solve this crucial
problem, researchers adopted the balancing concept for their undertaken mixed model production system
(Gokcen, et al., 1997). Besides, by featuring the resource utilization, Ağpak and Gökçen (2005) proposed a
more realistic mathematical model for line balancing. In this approach, to increase the resource utilization the
researches add an additional constraint that ensures the assignments of the jobs using same resources in a
particular workstation (Ağpak, et al., 2005). By seeing the requirement of assignment restriction in deploying
the balancing concepts, Scholl, Fliedner and Boysen (2010) defines and propose four different types of
constraints namely task restriction, resource restrictions, work station restrictions and the distance restrictions
(Scholl, et al., 2010). Despite the assembly lines, the implementations of the balancing concepts in transfer
lines are also not very uncommon in literature (Guschinskaya, et al., 2009). With the presence of evident
benefits of the balancing concept in satisfying the on time customer demand, Sawik (2002) observe that the
manufactures can attain competitive advantages by integrating the scheduling concepts with it (Sawik, 2002).
In literature the mathematical models for operations scheduling are often found as autonomous entity or
even proposed by integrating with the balancing concepts (Kays, et al., 2014). Since 1954, just after the
publication of Johnson rules for two-machine flow-shop system, the autonomous scheduling issues have
drawn the substantial attention of the researchers (Gomes, et al., 2013; Stafford, et al., 2005). For instance, in
1959, three distinctive IP based scheduling models are proposed in literature by Wagner, Bowman and Manne
(Wagner, 1959; Bowman, 1959; Manne, 1960). Most of these proposed autonomous scheduling approaches
are also widely adopted in the manufacturing industries to sequence the jobs for the shared and/or the
limited resources (Choi and Wang, 2012; Floudas, et al., 2005; Harjunkoski, et al., 2014). For such a case, the
decision makers usually attempted to minimize any of the economic criteria i.e. makespan, service level,
inventory level, resource utilization and etc. (Reklaitis, 1996; Harjunkoski, et al., 2014; Rabiee, et al., 2014;
Yenisey, et al., 2014). However, it is noteworthy that most of the IP based scheduling approaches proposed in
the literature are mainly focused on disruption-free environment (Méndez, et al., 2001).
A part from these autonomous scheduling approaches, nowadays it is also not very uncommon to find
that application of the integrated balancing and scheduling concepts. The integrated line balancing and
scheduling concepts helps the decision makers to satisfy on time customer demand and enhance the resource
© 2016 by Author/s
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utilization by assigning the jobs to their corresponding workstations and sequence them accordingly (Kays, et
al., 2014). For example Sawik (2002) formulated two distinguished mathematical model for integrated
balancing and scheduling. The first models can balance and schedule a typical production flow line
simultaneously whereas the second model performed it sequentially (Sawik, 2002). Apart from this, by
considering the sequence dependent setup time, number of researchers integrating the balancing concept
together with the scheduling (Kays, et al., 2014; Andres, et al., 2008; Karabat, et al., 2003; Scholl, et al., 2013).
However, though the line balancing and scheduling concepts are most commonly used for the manufacturing
environment, its application is not limited to imply in the Extended Manufacturing Environment. As one of
the crucial decision problem in the Extended Manufacturing Environment is to assign the jobs to its
geographically distributed manufacturing resources and schedule the jobs for processing through each of the
resources.
A number of researchers have already proposed to imply the software agent based scheduling approach
for scheduling in an Extended Manufacturing Environment (Carvalho, et al., 2014; Arrais-Castro, et al., 2014;
Madureira and Santos, 2005). In this process multiple software are combined to execute the appropriate
production plan. Besides, Santos et al. (2014) have endeavored to apply the conventional scheduling
approaches in an Extended Manufacturing Environment. The researchers illustrated three possible scenarios
of the extended manufacturing environment and apply the longest processing time rule, Released Longest
Processing Time rule for assigning the jobs to the geographically distributed resources and the Johnson
Algorithm for scheduling. However, due to the segregated implementation of the balancing and scheduling
rules in their illustrated case studies, the optimal solutions may not always be attained. Moreover, the
extended manufacturing environment may not always limit to two sequential machines. Therefore the
adoption of the Johnson algorithm significantly limits the application of their proposed approach. To
overcome these limitations, in this research, we propose an integer programming approach for simultaneous
balancing and scheduling the jobs in an extended manufacturing environment.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
A typical extended manufacturing environment is considered in this research where a focal company
intended to satisfy its customer demand by assigning the jobs to its geographically distributed manufacturing
resources. To do so, usually a focal company faces two different types of decision problems i.e. (a) which job
to be assigned to which resource and (b) what would be their processing sequences. A graphical illustration of
an exemplary extended manufacturing environment is shown in Figure 1.
In this typical extended manufacturing environment, a focal company-A has to distribute six jobs among
three local companies (i.e. B, C, D) and/or the geographically distributed manufacturer in a manner that they
can deliver the jobs to the customer within 36 t. u. The companies B, C and D are capable to perform any of
these six jobs and each of the job are needed to undergo two different operations and/or tasks through
sequentially arranged resources Rn and Rn+1(two different resources). Therefore, the focal company is
decided not to transfer the jobs after assigning it to a local company or in other words if any local company
performed the first operations it must continue with the second one also. Under this condition, the companyA have to make the job assignment decisions and define their processing orders, so that the customer
demand can be satisfied on time and the makespan is minimized. The jobs processing time of are given in
Table 1.

Figure 1. A typical extended manufacturing environment
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Table 1. Processing time of the considered tasks
J1

Tasks
Processing time
Tasks
Processing time

T1
6
T7
12

J2

T2
15
T8
9

J3

T3
12
T9
9

J4

T4
12
T10
18

J5

T5
18
T11
6

J6

T6
3
T12
12

PROPOSED APPROACH
A binary integer program is formulated and proposed in this section. This model is expected to help the
focal company (A) in assigning the jobs to the local companies (B, C, D) and/or to the globally distributed
resources. Not only jobs assignment, the proposed mathematical model is also enable the focal company to
define the processing orders of the task simultaneously. The notations that are used in this mathematical
model are given as follows:
N
l
i
j
r
a
ti
Tl
Cil
Cilrs
C
SN
STj
STa

Total number of tasks
Number of local companies, l =1, 2,……m
Number of tasks, i =1, 2, 3,…… n
Number of jobs, j=1,2,3,……….k
Number of resources, r=1,2,3…..p
The number of resource decision variables.
Processing time of task i where iϵ SN
Start time of tasks processing at any local company l
Completion time of any task i within each of the local company l
Completion time of any task i at factory l in resources r for the sequence position s
Local cycle time and/or takt time
Set of all tasks and NϵSN
Set of tasks that are needed to accomplish for each of the job and STj ⊂ SN
Set of the numbers of particular decision variables for assigning a task i at sequence
position s in a typical resource r.
STb,c
Set of tasks that precedes a task
Decision variables
xil
1 if task i is assigned to local company l; 0 otherwise
Riars
1 if task i is processed in resource r first for sequence position s; 0 otherwise
Objective function
m

Maximize

Subject to

∑ (C − C
l =1

max il

); ∀i

(1)

m

∑x
l =1

il

= 1, ∀i

m

∑ (∏
l =1

(2)

xil ) ≤ 1

(3)

i∈STj

m

m

∑ l ( x ) − ∑ l ( x ) ≤ 0; (b, c) ∈ ST
(C clrs − C blrs ) ≥ t cl ; (b, c) ∈ STb,c

(5)

C ilrs ≤ (Tl + C ); ∀l and i ∈ ST

(6)

C ilrs = Tl + xil * t il * Riars ; a ∈ STa
Cilr ( s +1) = Tl + xbl * xcl *

(7)

l =1

bl

l =1

cl

b,c

(tbl + t cl )* Riar ( s +1) ; a ∈ STa
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C il ( r +1) s = T j + x( i −1) l ∗ xil ∗
(C ( i −1) lrs + t il ) * Ria ( r +1) s ; a ∈ STa

(9)

Cil ( r +1)( s +1) = Tl + xbl ∗ xcl
∗ ( Max(Cil ( r +1) s , C( i −1) lrs ) + t il )

(10)

∗R ia ( r +1)( s +1) ; a ∈ STa

(11)

Cclrs ≥ Cblrs

(12)
(13)

Cilrs > 0

Cmax il ≥ Cilrs

The objective function of the proposed model is to minimize the job completion time on each of the local
manufacturer. In other word, the objective is to maximize the deviation in between the takt or local cycle
time (C) and the maximum task completion time (Cmax il) for each of the local company. Constraint (2)
ensures that a task can be assigned in any of the local company l once and the partial assignment of the tasks
is not allowed. As to accomplish each of the job j two sequential tasks need to be performed, hence the
constraint (3) ensures that both of the tasks will be assigned to any of the particular local company.
Constraint (4) and (5) express the tasks precedence relationships. Constraint (6) ensures that the completion
time of the assigned tasks at any of the particular local company must be lower than the takt time set by the
focal company. The equation (7) defines the compilation time of any tasks i within a local company l at
sequence position s of a resource r. Whereas the equation (8), (9), (10) defines the completion time at
sequence position (S+1) for the same resource r, and for the successive resource (r+1) (at two different
sequence position S and S+1) respectively. The constraint (11) depicts that the completion time of any
successor tasks will be higher than its predecessor.
Meanwhile constraint (12) represents that the compilation time of any of the tasks should be greater than
0. And the constraint (13) ensures that the maximum task completion time within a typical local company
should be higher or equal to any of the tasks completion time.
COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
Initially, the proposed model is used to solve the balancing and scheduling problem of our illustrated case
study in a typical Extended Manufacturing Environment. To do so, the developed model is designed in
spread sheet and solved by the What’sBest optimizer on a workstation with an Intel® Core™ i5 processor, 4
GB of RAM memory and Windows 7 64-bit as operating system. Some of the obtained results i.e. tasks
assignment decisions, processing sequence, make spans are shown in following Table 2.
It can be seen from the Table 2 that the tasks T2, T6, T8, T12 or in other words it is determined that the
jobs J2 and J6 are assigned in factory B. Similarly, the tasks T4, T5, T10, T11 or the jobs J4, J5 are assigned in
the factory C and the tasks T1, T3, T7, T9 or the jobs J1, J3 are assigned in factory D. Besides in factory B
the determined job processing sequence is J6-J2 whereas in factory C it is J4-J5 and in factory D it is J1-J3.
This jobs assignment and its processing sequence led to the makespan of 27 t.u for factory B, of 36 t.u. for
factory C and of 27 t.u for factory D. As the focal company has targeted the takt time of 36 t.u therefore it is
observed that by maintaining this task assignment decision and their processing sequence the focal company
can satisfy the customer demand on time. However, to assess the strength of the proposed mathematical
model as well as the capability of attaining the optimal schedules, the model is implemented on a similar case
study as represented in literature.
In this context, the case study (case-1) presented in the paper of the Santos et al. (2014) is considered and
adapted to our selected problem by introducing some of the additional parameters (Santos, et al., 2014). For
example, similar to our problem, in case-1as presented by Santos et al. (2014), it is considered that the the
Table 2. Results obtained by implementing the proposed model
Factory
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Assigned tasks

Task processing sequence

Cmax

B

T2, T6
T8, T12

T6-T2
T12-T8

27 t.u.

C

T4,T5
T10,T11

T4-T5
T10-T11

36 t.u.

D

T1,T3
T7,T9

T1-T3
T7-T9

27 t.u.
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GD (Global Decision) maker or broker attempted to assign and provide the processing sequence of six
different jobs to three different factory and/or local decision makers. Through the researchers did not
consider the takt time, to adapt our proposed approach we consider a takt time of 12 t.u. This consideration
introduce a more realistic constraint that ensures all the tasks wherever they are processed through factory 1,
2 or 3 have to accomplish within 12 t.u.
The outputs obtained by implementing our proposed approach are compared to the outputs presented by
Santos et al. (2014) and articulated in Table 3. From table 3 it can be seen that, the tasks assignment obtained
by our proposed model is different from the solutions proposed by Santos et al. (2014). For instance, Santos
et al. (2014) proposed to assign job J4 and J6 in factory 1, job J2 and J3 in factory 2, job J5 and J6 in factory 3;
whereas our proposed solution considers job J2 and J6 to assign in factory 1, Job J4 and J5 in factory 2, job J1
and J3 in factory 3. By changing the assignment and operations sequencing, our proposed model reduces the
makespan of local factories. This improvement is attained mainly due to our considerations of simultaneous
job assignment and the tasks sequencing. To illustrate this improvement, a comparative scenario of makespan
is shown in Figure 2 where the blue bars represent the makespan obtain by our proposed IP model and the
red bars represent the makespan presented by Santos et al. (2014). From Figure 2, it is evident that our
propose IP model has the supremacy and accuracy over the proposed approach of Santos et al. (2014) for
balancing and scheduling an extended manufacturing environment.
CONCLUSIONS
To be agile and sustain in today’s fiercely competitive business, the extended manufacturing environments
(EMEs) have drawn the attention of numerous researches as alternate robust production paradigms. Thus,
managerial and operational challenges of the EMEs are becoming issues of serious concern. So to be
responsive in managing and allocating the tasks as well as the resources in an effective and optimal manner,
we worked out and solved in this paper a simultaneous balancing and scheduling problem of an EME. With
the objective of attaining the optimal solution, an integer-programming model is proposed in this paper, the
strength of which is assessed through a test problem presented in a published paper. By assessing the
Table 3. The obtained comparative results
Problem Jobs Tasks
Case-1

J1
J2
J3
J4
J5
J6

T1,T7
T2,T8
T3,T9
T4,T10
T5,T11
T6,T12

Processing
Assignment Processing
Factories
Makespan
time
decisions Sequence
2,4
5,3
4,3
4,6
6,2
1,4

Factory 1
Factory 2
Factory 3

T4,T6
T10, T12
T2,T3
T8, T9
T1,T5
T7,T11

T6-T4
T12-T10
T2-T3
T8-T9
T1-T5
T7-T11

11 t.m.u.
12 t.m.u.
10 t.m.u.

Assignment Processing
Makespan
decisions Sequence
obtained
obtained
obtained
T2,T6
T8,T12
T4,T5
T10,T11
T1,T3
T7,T9

T6-T2
T12-T8
T4-T5
T10-T11
T1-T3
T7-T9

9 t.m.u
12 t.m.u
9 t.m.u

Figure 2. Comparative scenario of the makespan
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obtained result, it can be claimed that our proposed model has a better computational accuracy in minimizing
the makespan compared to the conventional approaches of balancing and scheduling the extended
manufacturing environment. Moreover, it has also been found that the developed model is capable to address
the problem and can help the focal company in sequencing and assigning the jobs to the local companies
and/or the collaborator in superior way. Thereby, the researchers are expecting to implement this proposed
model in real Malaysian manufacturing environment. In future this model will be extended for large scale
problems having multi objectives and heuristics as well as metaheuristics approaches will also be proposed.
Besides the influence of the What’sBest optimizer over the model performance in compared to the available
ones will also be planed to assess in future. Additionally autonomous and reactive scheduling approaches may
also be developed for handling disruptions occurring in any part of the supply chain of the EMEs.
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